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QUESTION 1

A company wants to ensure that they monitor the amount of storage used by thin provisioned VMs. What should be
used to accomplish this task? 

A. vCenter VM Edit Settings menu 

B. vCenter storage maps 

C. vCenter storage reports 

D. vCenter hardware status page 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company wants to change a new host firmware package in a service profile. What must you consider before
completing this task? 

A. Host firmware packages do not have adapter settings. 

B. Host firmware packages can only be used in one service profile. 

C. Host firmware package settings can change network settings. 

D. Host firmware package changes might cause the blade to reboot. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company needs to add a new masking view to their Vblock® System 720. Which three grouping constructs must
be selected? (Choose three) 

A. Initiator group 

B. Disk group 

C. Storage group 

D. Device group 

E. Port group 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 4
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You are deploying a new business critical application that cannot have any down time. The new business application
does not support clustering and you decide to implement VMware Fault Tolerance. Which two configurations must be in
place to support the business application? (Choose two) 

A. The virtual machine is configured with 1 vCPU. 

B. The virtual machine is configured with raw device mappings for storage. 

C. The ESXi host is configured with a data store heartbeat for fault tolerance. 

D. The ESXi host is configured with a kernel port for fault tolerance logging. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

By not deleting their snapshots, a customer filled a data store to 100% capacity preventing other VMs sharing the same
data store from starting or restarting. Which vCenter operation would have helped identify this problem? 

A. Use the vCenter VCE VisionTM Intelligent Operations monitoring plugin. 

B. Use the vCenter alarm set to trigger a reporting action once the data store reached capacity. 

C. Use the vCenter thin to thick vmdks to force a static quota. 

D. Use vCenter Orchestrator to create a new data store and migrate when needed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

You are adding an NFS volume to an ESXi host. 

Which two steps are required to accomplish this task? (Choose two) 

A. Assign a VLAN to the vmkernel interface. 

B. Create a network label to identify the connection. 

C. Choose the NFS folder name in the format /vol/mounts/datastore1. 

D. Choose Network File System as the storage type. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the set of configured disks used to safe guard data accessed by thin devices? 

A. storage pool 
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B. server pool 

C. MAC address pool 

D. UUID pool 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

You are performing a full state backup operation of the UCS. Which two data sets are protected? (Choose two) 

A. System configuration 

B. Server backup data 

C. Logical configuration 

D. Configuration XML 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

You need to reconfigure storage on your VNX and you do not want to disrupt your ESXi host. This activity will require
rebuilding some of the LUNs that are currently presented to ESXi hosts. 

Which action must be performed on vCenter to meet this requirement? 

A. Unmount data stores associated with LUNs that will be reconfigured. 

B. Rename data stores associated with LUNs that will be reconfigured. 

C. Enable storage I/O control on data stores associated with LUNs that will be reconfigured. 

D. Upgrade the data store to VMFS5. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

How do you create a log bundle for the Nexus 1000V virtual switch module (VSM)? 

A. Use the vCenter client to generate a VMware support bundle. 

B. Execute the vem-support all command from the shell on each ESXi host. 

C. Run the show tech-support svs > bootflash:techsupport.log command from the VSM shell. 

D. Use the Java-based Nexus 1000V log bundle creator on the element manager. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

The vCenter administrator account has become locked. Which two actions will unlock the account? (Choose two) 

A. Log in to the vCenter server as a local administrator, change the local account policy to not lock after three failed
logon attempts. 

B. Log in to the vSphere Web Client as an SSO administrator, navigate to Users and Groups and unlock the affected
user account. 

C. Log in to the vCenter Server with a domain administrator account, use the vdcadmintool to reset the account
password. 

D. Log in to the vSphere Web Client as a user with the role Virtual Machine Power User, navigate to the Users and
Groups and unlock the affected account. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 12

During a routine audit, you notice that the VCE VisionTM Intelligent Operations health score is 72 and 

highlighted in yellow. 

Where is this information found? 

A. Compliance Scan 

B. Event tab 

C. login banner 

D. Vblock®.xml file 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Your company wants to know if you are currently having problems with your MDS switches. You want to review for
potential problems using VCE VisionTM Intelligent Operations. 

Which group would contain this component? 

A. Compute 

B. Storage 

C. Network 
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D. Management 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

You are adding a new VLAN to your Vblock® System 340. You create the VLAN on both your Nexus 5000 series
switches. 

Which two steps are required before this VLAN should be used? (Choose two) 

A. Add the VLAN to an untagged port channel. 

B. Add the VLAN to the port channel between the Nexus 5000 switches and Fabric Interconnects. 

C. Add the VLAN to the port channel joining the Nexus 5000 switches. 

D. Create a new port channel between the Nexus 5000 switched and Fabric Interconnects with the new VLAN. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 15

A company wants to track every fault on UCS that UCSM declares as "should be fixed immediately." Which fault level is
the lowest level to track? 

A. Warning 

B. Major 

C. Critical 

D. Minor 

Correct Answer: B 
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